


Introduction and Overview

. WHAT IS FIXED INCOME ANALYSIS?

This book develops and studies techniques and models that are helpful in the
analysis of fixed income securities. It is difficult to give a clear-cut and universally
accepted definition of the term ‘fixed income security’. Certainly, the class of fixed
income securities includes securities where the issuer promises one or several fixed,
predetermined payments at given points in time. This is the case for standard
deposit arrangements and bonds. However, we will also consider several related
securities as being fixed income securities, although the payoffs of such a security
are typically not fixed and known at the time when the investor purchases the
security, but depend on the future development in some particular interest rate or
the price of some basic fixed income security. In this broader sense of the term, the
many different interest rate and bond derivatives are also considered fixed income
securities, for example options and futures on bonds or interest rates, caps and
floors, swaps and swaptions.

The prices of many fixed income securities are often expressed in terms of var-
ious interest rates and yields, so understanding fixed income pricing is equivalent
to understanding interest rate behaviour. The key concept in the analysis of fixed
income securities and interest rate behaviour is really the term structure of interest
rates. The interest rate on a loan will normally depend on the maturity of the loan,
and in the bond markets there will often be differences between the yields on short-
term bonds and long-term bonds. Loosely, the term structure of interest rates is
defined as the dependence between interest rates and Maturities. We will be more
concrete later on.

We split the overall analysis into two parts which are clearly related to each
other. The first part focuses on the economics of the term structure of interest
rates, in the sense that the aim is to explore the relations between interest rates
and other macroeconomic variables such as aggregate consumption, production,
inflation, and money supply. This will help us understand the level of bond prices
and interest rates and the shape of the term structure of interest rates at a given
point in time and it will give us some tools for understanding and studying the
reactions of interest rates and prices to macroeconomic news and shocks. The
second part of the analysis focuses on developing tools and models for the pricing
and risk management of the many different fixed income securities. Such models
are used in all modern financial institutions that trade fixed income securities or
are otherwise concerned with the dynamics of interest rates.
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 Introduction and Overview

In this chapter we will first introduce some basic concepts and terminology
and discuss how the term structure of interest rates can be represented in various
equivalent ways. In Section . we take a closer look at the bond and money markets
across the world. Among other things we will discuss the size of different markets,
the distinction between domestic and international markets, and who the issuers
of bonds are. Section . briefly introduces some fixed income derivatives. Finally,
a detailed outline of the rest of the book is given in Section ..

. BASIC B OND MARKET TERMINOLO GY

The simplest fixed income securities are bonds. A bond is nothing but a tradable
loan agreement. The issuer sells a contract promising the holder a predetermined
payment schedule. Bonds are issued by governments, private and public corpo-
rations, and financial institutions. Most bonds are subsequently traded at orga-
nized exchanges or over-the-counter (OTC). Bond investors include pension funds
and other financial institutions, the central banks, corporations, and households.
Bonds are traded with various maturities and with various types of payment sched-
ule. In the so-called money markets major financial institutions offer various bond-
like loan agreements of a maturity of less than one year. Below, we will introduce
some basic concepts and terminology.

.. Bond types

We distinguish between zero-coupon bonds and coupon bonds. A zero-coupon
bond is the simplest possible bond. It promises a single payment at a single future
date, the maturity date of the bond. Bonds which promise more than one payment
when issued are referred to as coupon bonds. We will assume throughout that the
face value of any bond is equal to  unit of account unless stated otherwise. For
concreteness, we will often refer to the unit of account as a ‘dollar’. Suppose that
at some date t a zero-coupon bond with maturity T ≥ t is traded in the financial
markets at a price of B T

t . This price reflects the market discount factor for sure
time T payments. If many zero-coupon bonds with different maturities are traded,
we can form the function T �→ B T

t , which we call the market discount function
prevailing at time t. Note that B t

t = , since the value of getting  dollar right away
is  dollar, of course. Presumably, all investors will prefer getting  dollar at some
time T rather than at a later time S. Therefore, the discount function should be
decreasing, that is

 ≥ B T
t ≥ B S

t ≥ , t ≤ T ≤ S.

A coupon bond has multiple payment dates, which we will generally
denote by T, T, . . . , Tn. Without loss of generality we assume that T < T <

· · · < Tn. The payment at date Ti is denoted by Yi. For almost all traded coupon
bonds the payments occur at regular intervals so that, for all i, Ti+ − Ti = δ for
some fixed δ. If we measure time in years, typical bonds have δ ∈ {., ., }
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. Basic bond market terminology 

corresponding to quarterly, semi-annual, or annual payments. The size of each
of the payments is determined by the face value, the coupon rate, and the amor-
tization principle of the bond. The face value is also known as the par value or
principal of the bond, and the coupon rate is also called the nominal rate or stated
interest rate. In many cases, the coupon rate is quoted as an annual rate even when
payments occur more frequently. If a bond with a payment frequency of δ has a
quoted coupon rate of R, this means that the periodic coupon rate is δR.

Most coupon bonds are so-called bullet bonds or straight-coupon bonds where
all the payments before the final payment are equal to the product of the coupon
rate and the face value. The final payment at the maturity date is the sum of the
same interest rate payment and the face value. If R denotes the periodic coupon
rate, the payments per unit of face value are therefore

Yi =
{

R, i = , . . . , n − 
 + R, i = n

Of course for R =  we are back to the zero-coupon bond.
Other bonds are so-called annuity bonds, which are constructed so that the total

payment is equal for all payment dates. Each payment is the sum of an interest
payment and a partial repayment of the face value. The outstanding debt and
the interest payment are gradually decreasing over the life of an annuity, so that
the repayment increases over time. Let R again denote the periodic coupon rate.
Assuming a face value of , the constant periodic payment is

Yi = Y ≡ R
 − ( + R)−n , i = , . . . , n.

The outstanding debt of the annuity immediately after the i’th payment is

Di = Y
 − ( + R)−(n−i)

R
,

the interest part of the i’th payment is

Ii = RDi− = R
 − ( + R)−(n−i+)

 − ( + R)−n ,

and the repayment part of the i’th payment is

Xi = Y ( + R)−(n−i+)

so that Xi + Ii = Y .
Some bonds are so-called serial bonds where the face value is paid back in equal

instalments. The payment at a given payment date is then the sum of the instalment
and the interest rate on the outstanding debt. The interest rate payments, and
hence the total payments, will therefore decrease over the life of the bond. With
a face value of , each instalment or repayment is Xi = /n, i = , . . . , n. Immedi-
ately after the i’th payment date, the outstanding debt must be Di = (n − i)/n =
 − (i/n). The interest payment at Ti is therefore Ii = RDi− = R ( − (i − )/n).
Consequently, the total payment at Ti must be
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Yi = Xi + Ii = 
n

+ R
(

 − i − 
n

)
.

Finally, few bonds are perpetuities or consols that last forever and only pay
interest, that is Yi = R, i = , , . . . . The face value of a perpetuity is never repaid.

Most coupon bonds have a fixed coupon rate, but a small minority of bonds have
coupon rates that are reset periodically over the life of the bond. Such bonds are
called floating rate bonds. Typically, the coupon rate effective for the payment at
the end of one period is set at the beginning of the period at the current market
interest rate for that period, for example to the -month interest rate for a floating
rate bond with semi-annual payments. We will look more closely at the valuation
of floating rate bonds in Section ...

A coupon bond can be seen as a portfolio of zero-coupon bonds, namely a
portfolio of Y zero-coupon bonds maturing at T, Y zero-coupon bonds maturing
at T, and so on. If all these zero-coupon bonds are traded in the market, the price
of the coupon bond at any time t must be

Bt =
∑
Ti>t

YiB Ti
t , (.)

where the sum is over all future payment dates of the coupon bond. If this rela-
tion does not hold, there will be a clear arbitrage opportunity in the market. The
absence of arbitrage is a cornerstone of financial asset pricing, since a market in
which prices allow for the construction of arbitrage opportunities cannot be in
equilibrium. More on arbitrage and asset pricing theory in Chapter .

Example . Consider a bullet bond with a face value of , a coupon rate of %,
annual payments, and exactly  years to maturity. Suppose zero-coupon bonds
are traded with face values of  dollar and time-to-maturity of , , and  years,
respectively. Assume that the prices of these zero-coupon bonds are B t+

t = .,
B t+

t = ., and B t+
t = .. According to (.), the price of the bullet bond must

then be

Bt =  · . +  · . +  · . = ..

If the price is lower than ., risk-free profits can be locked in by buying the
bullet bond and selling  -year,  -year, and  -year zero-coupon bonds. If the
price of the bullet bond is higher than ., sell the bullet bond and buy  -year,
 -year, and  -year zero-coupon bonds.

If not all the relevant zero-coupon bonds are traded, we cannot justify the
relation (.) as a result of the no-arbitrage principle. Still, it is a valuable rela-
tion. Suppose that an investor has determined (from private or macroeconomic
information) a discount function showing the value she attributes to payments at
different future points in time. Then she can value all sure cash flows in a consistent
way by substituting that discount function into (.).

The market prices of all bonds reflect a market discount function, which is the
result of the supply of and demand for the bonds of all market participants. We can
think of the market discount function as a very complex average of the individual
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. Basic bond market terminology 

discount functions of the market participants. In most markets only few zero-
coupon bonds are traded, so that information about the discount function must
be inferred from market prices of coupon bonds. We discuss ways of doing that in
Chapter .

.. Bond yields and zero-coupon rates

Although discount factors provide full information about how to discount
amounts back and forth, it is pretty hard to relate to a -year discount factor of
.. It is far easier to relate to the information that the -year interest rate is %.
Interest rates are always quoted on an annual basis, that is as some percentage per
year. However, to apply and assess the magnitude of an interest rate, we also need
to know the compounding frequency of that rate. More frequent compounding of
a given interest rate per year results in higher ‘effective’ interest rates. Furthermore,
we need to know at which time the interest rate is set or observed and for which
period of time the interest rate applies. First we consider spot rates which apply to
a period beginning at the time the rate is set. In the next subsection, we consider
forward rates which apply to a future period of time.

The yield of a bond is the discount rate which has the property that the present
value of the future payments discounted at that rate is equal to the current price
of the bond. The convention in many bond markets is to quote rates using annual
compounding. For a coupon bond with current price Bt and payments Y, . . . , Yn
at time T, . . . , Tn, respectively, the annually compounded yield is then the number

ŷB
t satisfying the equation

Bt =
∑
Ti>t

Yi

(
 + ŷB

t

)−(Ti−t)
.

Note that the same discount rate is applied to all payments. In particular, for a zero-
coupon bond with a payment of  at time T, the annually compounded yield ŷ T

t at
time t ≤ T is such that

B T
t = ( + ŷ T

t )−(T−t)

and, consequently,

ŷ T
t =

(
B T

t

)−/(T−t) − .

We call ŷ T
t the time t zero-coupon yield, zero-coupon rate, or spot rate for date T.

The zero-coupon rates as a function of maturity is called the zero-coupon yield
curve or simply the yield curve. It is one way to express the term structure of inter-
est rates. Due to the one-to-one relationship between zero-coupon bond prices
and zero-coupon rates, the discount function T �→ B T

t and the zero-coupon yield
curve T �→ ŷ T

t carry exactly the same information.
Figure . shows yields on U.S. government bonds of maturities of , , and 

years over the period from January  to February . Note the high vari-
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Fig. .: Yields of nominal U.S. Treasury bonds of maturities of  year,  years, and  years
from January  to February .
Source: the homepage of the Federal Reserve (www.federalreserve.gov) at  March, .

ability of the level of interest rates over the full period, whereas over shorter
periods yields are quite persistent. Short-maturity yields are more volatile than
long-maturity yields. Most of the time, the -year yield is less than the -year
yield which again is less than the -year yield indicating that the yield curve
is typically upward-sloping. This is also reflected by Fig. ., which shows U.S.
yield curves from January in the years , , , , , and .
The yield curve from January  is almost flat, but the other yield curves are
upward-sloping at least up to maturities of – years after which the curves
are relatively flat. However, in some rather short time periods, short-maturity
yields have been higher than long-maturity yields indicating a downward-sloping
or inverted yield curve. Sometimes the yield curve is non-monotonic and may
exhibit a ‘hump’ (first increasing to a maximum, then decreasing) or a ‘trough’
(first decreasing to a minimum, then increasing) or have some even more complex
shape.

For some bonds and loans interest rates are quoted using semi-annual, quarterly,
or monthly compounding. An interest rate of R per year compounded m times a
year, corresponds to a discount factor of ( + R/m)−m over a year. The annually
compounded interest rate that corresponds to an interest rate of R compounded m
times a year is ( + R/m)m − . This is sometimes called the “effective” interest
rate corresponding to the nominal interest rate R. This convention is typically
applied for interest rates set for loans at the international money markets, the most
commonly used being the LIBOR (London InterBank Offered Rate) rates that are
fixed in London. The compounding period equals the maturity of the loan with
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Fig. .: Yield curves determined from nominal U.S. Treasury bonds in January of ,
, , , , and . The curves are drawn by connecting reported yields for
maturities of , , and  months as well as , , , , , , , and  years. For the curves
from , , , and  there is no data for the -month yield. For the  curve
the -year yield is obtained by interpolating the reported -year and -year yields. For
the  curve there is no data for the -year yield.
Source: the homepage of the Federal Reserve (www.federalreserve.gov) at  March, .

, , or  months as the most frequently used maturities. If the quoted annualized
rate for say a -month loan is l t+.

t , it means that the -month interest rate is
l t+.
t / = .l t+.

t so that the present value of  dollar paid  months from
now is

B t+.
t = 

 + . l t+.
t

.

Hence, the -month rate is

l t+.
t = 

.

(


B t+.
t

− 

)
.

More generally, the relations are

B T
t = 

 + l T
t (T − t)

(.)
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 Introduction and Overview

and

l T
t = 

T − t

(


B T
t

− 
)

.

We shall use the term LIBOR rates for interest rates that are quoted in this way.
Note that if we had a full LIBOR rate curve T �→ l T

t , this would carry exactly the
same definition as the discount function T �→ B T

t . Some fixed income securities
provide payoffs that depend on future values of LIBOR rates. In order to price such
securities it is natural to model the dynamics of LIBOR rates and this is exactly
what is done in one popular class of term structure models (see Chapter ).

Increasing the compounding frequency m, the effective annual return of  dollar
invested at the interest rate R per year increases to eR, due to the mathematical
result saying that

lim
m→∞

(
 + R

m

)m
= eR.

A nominal, continuously compounded interest rate R is equivalent to an annually
compounded interest rate of eR −  (which is bigger than R). Similarly, the zero-
coupon bond price B T

t is related to the continuously compounded zero-coupon
rate yT

t by

B T
t = e−yT

t (T−t) (.)

so that

yT
t = − 

T − t
ln B T

t .

The function T �→ yT
t is also a zero-coupon yield curve that contains exactly the

same information as the discount function T �→ B T
t and also the same informa-

tion as the annually compounded yield curve T �→ ŷ T
t (or the yield curve with

any other compounding frequency). We have the following relation between the
continuously compounded and the annually compounded zero-coupon rates:

yT
t = ln( + ŷ T

t ).

For mathematical convenience we will focus on the continuously compounded
yields in most models.

.. Forward rates

While a zero-coupon or spot rate reflects the price on a loan between today and
a given future date, a forward rate reflects the price on a loan between two future
dates. The annually compounded relevant forward rate at time t for the period
between time T and time S is denoted by f̂

T ,S
t . Here, we have t ≤ T < S. This is

the rate which is appropriate at time t for discounting between time T and S. We can
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. Basic bond market terminology 

think of discounting from time S back to time t by first discounting from time S
to time T and then discounting from time T to time t. We must therefore have
that (

 + ŷ S
t

)−(S−t) =
(

 + ŷ T
t

)−(T−t) (
 + f̂

T ,S
t

)−(S−T)

, (.)

from which we find that

f̂
T ,S
t = ( + ŷ T

t )−(T−t)/(S−T)

( + ŷ S
t )−(S−t)/(S−T)

− .

We can also write (.) in terms of zero-coupon bond prices as

B S
t = B T

t

(
 + f̂

T ,S
t

)−(S−T)

, (.)

so that the forward rate is given by

f̂
T ,S
t =

(
B T

t

B S
t

)/(S−T)

− .

Note that since B t
t = , we have

f̂
t,S
t =

(
B t

t

B S
t

)/(S−t)

−  =
(

B S
t

)−/(S−t) −  = ŷ S
t ,

that is the forward rate for a period starting today equals the zero-coupon rate or
spot rate for the same period.

Again, we may use periodic compounding. For example, a -month forward
LIBOR rate of LT ,T+.

t valid for the period [T, T + .] means that the discount
factor is

B T+.
t = B T

t

(
 + . LT ,T+.

t

)−

so that

LT ,T+.
t = 

.

(
B T

t

B T+.
t

− 

)
.

More generally, the time t forward LIBOR rate for the period [T, S] is given by

LT ,S
t = 

S − T

(
B T

t

B S
t

− 

)
. (.)

If f T ,S
t denotes the continuously compounded forward rate prevailing at time t

for the period between T and S, we must have that

B S
t = B T

t e−f T ,S
t (S−T),
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by analogy with (.). Consequently,

f T ,S
t = − ln B S

t − ln B T
t

S − T
. (.)

Using (.), we get the following relation between zero-coupon rates and forward
rates under continuous compounding:

f T ,S
t = yS

t (S − t) − yT
t (T − t)

S − T
. (.)

In the following chapters, we shall often focus on forward rates for future peri-
ods of infinitesimal length. The forward rate for an infinitesimal period starting
at time T is simply referred to as the forward rate for time T and is defined as
f T
t = limS→T f T ,S

t . The function T �→ f T
t is called the term structure of forward

rates or the forward rate curve. Letting S → T in the expression (.), we get

f T
t = −∂ ln B T

t
∂T

= −∂B T
t /∂T
B T

t
, (.)

assuming that the discount function T �→ B T
t is differentiable. Conversely,

B T
t = e− ∫ T

t f u
t du. (.)

Note that a full term structure of forward rates T �→ f T
t contains the same infor-

mation as the discount function T �→ B T
t .

Applying (.), the relation between the infinitesimal forward rate and the spot
rates can be written as

f T
t = ∂ [yT

t (T − t)]
∂T

= yT
t + ∂yT

t
∂T

(T − t)

under the assumption of a differentiable term structure of spot rates T �→ yT
t . The

forward rate reflects the slope of the zero-coupon yield curve. In particular, the
forward rate f T

t and the zero-coupon rate yT
t will coincide if and only if the zero-

coupon yield curve has a horizontal tangent at T. Conversely, we see from (.)
and (.) that

yT
t = 

T − t

∫ T

t
f u
t du, (.)

that is the zero-coupon rate is an average of the forward rates.

.. The term structure of interest rates in different disguises

We emphasize that discount factors, spot rates, and forward rates (with any com-
pounding frequency) are perfectly equivalent ways of expressing the same infor-
mation. If a complete yield curve of, say, quarterly compounded spot rates is given,
we can compute the discount function and spot rates and forward rates for any
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given period and with any given compounding frequency. If a complete term
structure of forward rates is known, we can compute discount functions and spot
rates, and so on. Academics frequently apply continuous compounding since the
mathematics involved in many relevant computations is more elegant when expo-
nentials are used, but continuously compounded rates can easily be transformed
to any other compounding frequency.

There are even more ways of representing the term structure of interest rates.
Since most bonds are bullet bonds, many traders and analysts are used to thinking
in terms of yields of bullet bonds rather than in terms of discount factors or zero-
coupon rates. The par yield for a given maturity is the coupon rate that causes a
bullet bond of the given maturity to have a price equal to its face value. Again we
have to fix the coupon period of the bond. U.S. treasury bonds typically have semi-
annual coupons which are therefore often used when computing par yields. Given
a discount function T �→ B T

t , the n-year par yield is the value of c that solves the
equation

n∑
i=

( c


)
B t+.i

t + B t+n
t = .

It reflects the current market interest rate for an n-year bullet bond. The par yield
is closely related to the so-called swap rate, which is a key concept in the swap
markets, compare Section ..

.. Floating rate bonds

Floating rate bonds have coupon rates that are reset periodically over the life of
the bond. We will consider the most common floating rate bond, which is a bullet
bond, where the coupon rate effective for the payment at the end of one period
is set at the beginning of the period at the current market interest rate for that
period.

Assume again that the payment dates of the bond are T < · · · < Tn, where Ti −
Ti− = δ for all i. The annualized coupon rate valid for the period [Ti−, Ti] is the δ-
period market rate at date Ti− computed with a compounding frequency of δ. We
will denote this interest rate by l Ti

Ti−
, although the rate is not necessarily a LIBOR

rate, but can also be a Treasury rate. If the face value of the bond is H, the payment
at time Ti (i = , , . . . , n − ) equals Hδl Ti

Ti−
, while the final payment at time Tn

equals H( + δl Tn
Tn−

). If we define T = T − δ, the dates T, T, . . . , Tn− are often
referred to as the reset dates of the bond.

We will argue that immediately after each reset date, the value of the bond will
equal its face value. To see this, first note that immediately after the last reset date
Tn−, the bond is equivalent to a zero-coupon bond with a coupon rate equal to the
market interest rate for the last coupon period. By definition of that market interest
rate, the time Tn− value of the bond will be exactly equal to the face value H. In
mathematical terms, the market discount factor to apply for the discounting of
time Tn payments back to time Tn− is ( + δl Tn

Tn−
)−, so the time Tn− value of a
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 Introduction and Overview

payment of H( + δl Tn
Tn−

) at time Tn is precisely H. Immediately after the next-to-

last reset date Tn−, we know that we will receive a payment of Hδl Tn−
Tn−

at time Tn−
and that the time Tn− value of the following payment (received at Tn) equals H.
We therefore have to discount the sum Hδl Tn−

Tn−
+ H = H( + δl Tn−

Tn−
) from Tn−

back to Tn−. The discounted value is exactly H. Continuing this procedure, we get
that immediately after a reset of the coupon rate, the floating rate bond is valued
at par. Note that it is crucial for this result that the coupon rate is adjusted to the
interest rate considered by the market to be ‘fair’.

We can also derive the value of the floating rate bond between two payment
dates. Suppose we are interested in the value at some time t between T and Tn.
Introduce the notation

i(t) = min {i ∈ {, , . . . , n} : Ti > t}, (.)

so that Ti(t) is the nearest following payment date after time t. We know that the
following payment at time Ti(t) equals Hδl Ti(t)

Ti(t)−
and that the value at time Ti(t) of

all the remaining payments will equal H. The value of the bond at time t will then
be

Bfl
t = H( + δl Ti(t)

Ti(t)−
)B Ti(t)

t , T ≤ t < Tn. (.)

This expression also holds at payment dates t = Ti, where it results in H, which is
the value excluding the payment at that date.

Relatively few floating rate bonds are traded, but the results above are also very
useful for the analysis of interest rate swaps studied in Section ..

. B OND MARKETS AND MONEY MARKETS

This section will give an overview of the bond and money markets across the world.
We can distinguish between national markets and international markets. In the
national market of a country, bonds primarily issued by domestic issuers and aimed
at domestic investors are traded, although some bonds issued by certain foreign
governments or corporations or international associations are often also traded.
The bonds issued in a given national market must comply with the regulation of
that particular country. The international bond market is often referred to as the
Eurobond market. A Eurobond can have an issuer located in one country, be listed
on the exchange in a second country, and be denominated in the currency of a
third country. Eurobonds are usually underwritten by an international syndicate
and offered to investors in several countries simultaneously. The Eurobond market
is less regulated than most national markets. Eurobonds are typically listed on one
national exchange, but most of the trading in these bonds takes place in rather well-
organized OTC markets. Other Eurobonds are issued as a private placement with
financial institutions. Eurobonds are typically issued by international institutions,
governments, or large multi-national corporations.
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The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) regularly publishes statistics on
financial markets across the world. BIS distinguishes between domestic debt and
international debt securities. The term ‘debt securities’ covers both bonds and
money market contracts. The term ‘domestic’ means that the security is issued in
the local currency by residents in that country and targeted at resident investors.
All other debt securities are classified by BIS as ‘international’. Based on BIS sta-
tistics published in Bank for International Settlements (), henceforth referred
to as BIS (), Table . ranks domestic markets for debt securities according
to the amounts outstanding in September . The United States has by far the
largest domestic bond market, while Japan is a clear number two. The size of the
domestic bond market relative to GDP varies significantly across countries. For
example, both Belgium and Denmark have larger domestic bond markets relative
to GDP, whereas China and the United Kingdom have smaller bond markets when
compared to their GDP. In several countries, including the U.S., the domestic bond
market has a size similar to the stock market.

Table . lists the countries most active when it comes to issuing international
debt securities. The domestic markets are significantly larger than the interna-
tional markets, and international bond markets are much larger than international
money markets. Relative to their GDP, European countries such as Germany, the
United Kingdom, and the Netherlands have a large share of the international bond
and money markets, whereas U.S.-based issuers are relatively inactive. This is also
reflected by Table . which shows that the Euro is the most frequently used cur-
rency in the international markets for debt securities, but the U.S. dollar is also
used very often.

Table .: The largest domestic markets for debt securities divided by issuer category as
of September .

Fraction of domestic market (%)Country Amounts
outstanding
(billion USD)

Fraction
of world
market (%) governments financial

institut.
corporate
issuers

United States ,  . . . .
Japan ,  . . . .
Italy ,  . . . .
France ,  . . . .
Germany ,  . . . .
China ,  . . . .
Spain ,  . . . .
United Kingdom ,  . . . .
Canada ,  . . . .
Brazil ,  . . . .
South Korea ,  . . . .
The Netherlands ,  . . . .
Australia  . . . .
Belgium  . . . .
Denmark  . . . .
All countries ,  . . . .

Source: Tables A-B in BIS ().
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 Introduction and Overview

Table .: International debt securities by nationality of issuer as of December . The
numbers are amounts outstanding in billions of USD.

Country Total Security (%) Issuer (%)

bonds,
notes

money
market

governments financial
institut.

corporate
issuers

United States , . . . . .
United Kingdom , . . . . .
Germany , . . . . .
France , . . . . .
Spain , . . . . .
Italy , . . . . .
The Netherlands , . . . . .
Ireland  . . . . .
Belgium  . . . . .
Canada  . . . . .
Intl. organizations  . . NA NA NA
All countries , . . . . .

Source: Tables A-D and A-B in BIS ().

Table .: International debt securities by cur-
rency. The numbers are amounts outstanding in bil-
lions of USD as of December .

Currency Bonds and notes Money market

Euro , 
US dollar , 
Pound sterling , 
Yen  
Swiss franc  
Canadian dollar  
Australian dollar  
Swedish krona  
Hong Kong dollar  
Norwegian krone  
Other currencies  
Total , 

Source: Tables A-B in BIS ().

Tables . and . split up the different markets according to three categories
of issuers: governments, financial institutions, and corporate issuers. On average,
close to % of the debt securities traded in domestic markets are issued by gov-
ernments, % by financial institutions, and % by corporate issuers. Note the
large difference across countries. Some domestic markets (for example Japan and
the United Kingdom) are dominated by government bonds, others (for example
Denmark and Australia) by bonds issued by financial institutions, and corporate
bonds are also very common in some countries (for example Spain and South
Korea) while virtually non-existent in other countries. The international markets
are dominated by financial institutions who stand behind approximately % of the
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. Bond markets and money markets 

issues, % are issued by corporations, % by governments, and % by international
organizations. Some governments (for example Belgium, Canada, and Italy) often
issue bonds on the international market, while others (for example the United
States and the United Kingdom) rarely do so. Let us look more closely at the
different issuers and the type of debt securities they typically issue.

Government bonds are bonds issued by the government to finance and refi-
nance the public debt. In most countries, such bonds can be considered to be
free of default risk, and interest rates in the government bond market are then
a benchmark against which the interest rates on other bonds are measured. How-
ever, in some economically or politically unstable countries, the default risk on
government bonds cannot be ignored. In the U.S., government bonds are issued
by the Department of the Treasury and are referred to as Treasury securities or
just Treasuries. These securities are divided into three categories: bills, notes, and
bonds. Treasury bills (or simply T-bills) are short-term securities that mature in
one year or less from their issue date. T-bills are zero-coupon bonds since they have
a single payment equal to the face value. Treasury notes and bonds are coupon-
bearing bullet bonds with semi-annual payments. The only difference between
notes and bonds is the time-to-maturity when first issued. Treasury notes are issued
with a time-to-maturity of – years, while Treasury bonds mature in more than
 years and up to  years from their issue date. The Treasury sells two types of
notes and bonds: fixed-principal and inflation-indexed. The fixed-principal type
promises given dollar payments in the future, whereas the dollar payments of the
inflation-indexed type are adjusted to reflect inflation in consumer prices. Finally,
the U.S. Treasury also issue so-called savings bonds to individuals and certain
organizations, but these bonds are not subsequently tradable.

While Treasury notes and bonds are issued as coupon bonds, the Treasury
Department introduced the so-called STRIPS program in  that lets investors
hold and trade the individual interest and principal components of most Treasury
notes and bonds as separate securities. These separate securities, which are usually
referred to as STRIPs, are zero-coupon bonds. Market participants create STRIPs
by separating the interest and principal parts of a Treasury note or bond. For
example, a -year Treasury note consists of  semi-annual interest payments and
a principal payment payable at maturity. When this security is ‘stripped’, each of
the  interest payments and the principal payment become separate securities
and can be held and transferred separately.

In some countries, including the U.S., bonds issued by various public institu-
tions, for example utility companies, railway companies, export support funds,
and so on are backed by the government, so that the default risk on such bonds
is the risk that the government defaults. In addition, some bonds are issued by
government-sponsored entities created to facilitate borrowing and reduce bor-

 This risk is not hypothetical. Tomz and Wright () report that  countries have defaulted
on their debt a total of  times in the period –. For more on default risk, see
Chapter .

 The principal value of an inflation-indexed note or bond is adjusted before each payment date
according to the change in the consumer price index. Since the semi-annual interest payments are
computed as the product of the fixed coupon rate and the current principal, all the payments of an
inflation-indexed note or bond are inflation-adjusted.

 STRIPS is short for Separate Trading of Registered Interest and Principal of Securities.
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rowing costs for, for example farmers, homeowners, and students. However, these
bonds are typically not backed by the government and are therefore exposed to
the risk of default of the issuing organization. Bonds may also be issued by local
governments. In the U.S. such bonds are known as municipal bonds.

In the United States and some other countries, corporations will traditionally
raise large amounts of capital by issuing bonds, so-called corporate bonds. In other
countries, for example Germany and Japan, corporations borrow funds primarily
through bank loans, so that the market for corporate bonds is limited. For cor-
porate bonds, investors cannot ignore the possibility that the issuer defaults and
cannot meet the obligations represented by the bonds. Bond investors can either
perform their own analysis of the creditworthiness of the issuer or rely on the
analysis of professional rating agencies such as Moody’s Investors Service or Stan-
dard & Poor’s Corporation. These agencies designate letter codes to bond issuers
both in the U.S. and in other countries. Investors will typically treat bonds with
the same rating as having (nearly) the same default risk. Due to the default risk,
corporate bonds are traded at lower prices than similar (default-free) government
bonds. The management of the issuing corporation can effectively transfer wealth
from bond-holders to equity-holders, for example by increasing dividends, taking
on more risky investment projects, or issuing new bonds with the same or even
higher priority in case of default. Corporate bonds are often issued with bond
covenants or bond indentures that restrict management from implementing such
actions. Default risk, credit ratings, and the valuation of corporate bonds will be
thoroughly discussed in Chapter .

U.S. corporate bonds are typically issued with maturities of – years and are
often callable bonds, so that the issuer has the right to buy back the bonds on
certain terms (at given points in time and for a given price). Some corporate bonds
are convertible bonds meaning that the bond-holders may convert the bonds into
stocks of the issuing corporation on predetermined terms. Although most corpo-
rate bonds are listed on a national exchange, much of the trading in these bonds is
in the OTC market.

When commercial banks and other financial institutions issue bonds, the
promised payments are sometimes linked to the payments on a pool of loans that
the issuing institution has provided to households or firms. An important example
is the class of mortgage-backed bonds which constitutes a large part of some bond
markets, for example in the U.S., Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and Switzerland.
A mortgage is a loan that can (partly) finance the borrower’s purchase of a given
real estate property, which is then used as collateral for the loan. Mortgages can
be residential (family houses, apartments, and so on) or non-residential (corpora-
tions, farms, and so on). The issuer of the loan (the lender) is a financial institution.
Typical mortgages have a maturity between  and  years and are annuities in
the sense that the total scheduled payment (interest plus repayment) at all payment
dates are identical. Fixed-rate mortgages have a fixed interest rate, while adjustable-
rate mortgages have an interest rate which is reset periodically according to some
reference rate. A characteristic feature of most mortgages is the prepayment option.
At any payment date in the life of the loan, the borrower has the right to pay off all
or part of the outstanding debt. This can occur due to a sale of the underlying real
estate property, but can also occur after a drop in market interest rates, since the
borrower then has the chance to get a cheaper loan.
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Mortgages are pooled either by the issuers or other institutions, who then issue
mortgage-backed securities that have an ownership interest in a given pool of
mortgage loans. The most common type of mortgage-backed securities is the so-
called pass-through, where the pooling institution simply collects the payments
from borrowers with loans in a given pool and ‘passes through’ the cash flow to
investors less some servicing and guaranteeing fees. Many pass-throughs have pay-
ment schemes equal to the payment schemes of bonds, for example pass-throughs
issued on the basis of a pool of fixed-rate annuity mortgage loans have a payment
schedule equal to that of annuity bonds. However, when borrowers in the pool
prepay their mortgage, these prepayments are also passed through to the security-
holders, so that their payments will be different from annuities. In general, owners
of pass-through securities must take into account the risk that the mortgage bor-
rowers in the pool default on their loans. In the U.S. most pass-throughs have been
issued by three organizations that guarantee the payments to the securities even
if borrowers default. These organizations are the Government National Mortgage
Association (called ‘Ginnie Mae’), the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
(‘Freddie Mac’), and the Federal National Mortgage Association (‘Fannie Mae’).
The securities issued by these institutions have generally been considered free
of default risk. There is more on mortgages and mortgage-backed securities in
Chapter .

The money market is a market for borrowing and lending large amounts over
a period of up to one year. The major players in the money market are financial
institutions and large private corporations. The debt contracts issued in the money
market are mainly zero-coupon loans, which have a single repayment date. The
loans are implemented by the issuance of various instruments. Large corporations,
both financial corporations and others, often finance short-term liquidity needs by
issuing so-called commercial papers. Another standard money market contract is
a repurchase agreement or simply repo. One party of this contract sells a certain
asset, such as a short-term Treasury bill, to the other party and promises to buy
back that asset at a given future date at the market price at that date. A repo is
effectively a collateralized loan, where the underlying asset serves as collateral.
As central banks in other countries, the Federal Reserve in the U.S. participates
actively in the repo market to implement its monetary policy. The interest rate on
repos is called the repo rate. Other popular instruments in the money market are
certificates of deposit and foreign exchange swaps, but the money markets also
include standard deposits, forward rate agreements, and trading in Treasury bills
and short-lived asset-backed securities.

The central bank is a key player in the money market. Banks keep deposits in
the central bank to comply with reserve requirements, to facilitate financial trans-
actions, and to manage short-term liquidity. If one bank is in need of additional
reserves, it can borrow money (usually overnight) from another bank with surplus
reserves at the central bank. The interest rate on the loan is negotiated between the
two banks. In the U.S., the weighted average of these interest rates across all such
transactions is referred to as the federal funds (or just Fed funds) effective rate. This
rate is a crucial determinant of the interest rates offered and charged by banks to
their customers. The Fed funds rate is also very important for floating rate bonds
and the prices and yields of short-term bonds. The governors of the Federal Reserve
set and regularly reconsider a target Fed funds rate based on their view of the
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Fig. .: The Fed funds effective rate from July  to February .
Source: the homepage of the Federal Reserve (www.federalreserve.gov) at  March, .

current and future economic conditions. The Federal Reserve then buys and sells
securities in open market operations to manage the liquidity in the market, thereby
also affecting the Fed funds effective rate. Figure . depicts the Fed funds effective
rate in the period from July  to February . Banks may obtain temporary
credit directly from the Federal Reserve at the so-called ‘discount window’. The
interest rate charged by the Fed on such credit is called the federal discount rate,
but since such borrowing is quite uncommon nowadays, the federal discount rate
serves more as a signaling device for the targets of the Federal Reserve.

Many of the contracts used in the money markets are benchmarked to (that
is priced by reference to) the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) for the
appropriate term and currency. In the Euromarket, deposits are negotiated for
various terms and currencies, but most deposits are in U.S. dollars or the Euro
for a period of , , or  months. Interest rates set on unsecured deposits at the
London interbank market are called LIBOR rates.

More details on U.S. bond markets can be found in Fabozzi (), while Batten
et al. () provide detailed information on European bond and money markets.

. FIXED INCOME DERIVATIVES

A wide variety of fixed income derivatives are traded around the world. In this
section we provide a brief introduction to the markets for such securities. In the
pricing models we develop in later chapters we will look for prices of some of
the most popular fixed income derivatives. Chapter  contains more details on
a number of fixed income derivatives, what cash flow they offer, how the differ-
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ent derivatives are related, and so on. Credit-related derivatives are discussed in
Chapter , where key statistics for those markets are also provided.

A forward is the simplest derivative. A forward contract is an agreement
between two parties on a given transaction at a given future point in time and
at a price that is already fixed when the agreement is made. For example, a forward
on a bond is a contract where the parties agree to trade a given bond at a future
point in time for a price which is already fixed today. This fixed price is usually set
so that the value of the contract at the time of inception is equal to zero. In that
case no money changes hands before the delivery date. A closely related contract is
the so-called forward rate agreement (FRA). Here the two parties agree that one
party will borrow money from the other party over some period beginning at a
given future date and the interest rate for that loan is fixed already when this FRA
is entered. In other words, the interest rate for the future period is locked in. FRAs
are quite popular instruments in the money markets.

As a forward contract, a futures contract is an agreement upon a specified
future transaction, for example a trade of a given security. The special feature of
a future is that changes in its value are settled continuously throughout the life of
the contract (usually once every trading day). This so-called marking-to-market
ensures that the value of the contract (that is the value of the future payments)
is zero immediately following a settlement. This procedure makes it practically
possible to trade futures at organized exchanges, since there is no need to keep track
of when the futures position was originally taken. Futures on government bonds
are traded at many leading exchanges. A very popular exchange-traded derivative
is the so-called Eurodollar futures, which is basically the futures equivalent of a
forward rate agreement.

An option gives the holder the right to make some specified future transaction
at terms that are already fixed. A call option gives the holder the right to buy a
given security at a given price at or before a given date. Conversely, a put option
gives the holder the right to sell a given security. If the option gives the right to
make the transaction at only one given date, the option is said to be European-
style. If the right can be exercised at any point in time up to some given date, the
option is said to be American-style. Both European- and American-style options
are traded. Options on government bonds are traded at several exchanges and also
on the OTC-markets. In addition, many bonds are issued with ‘embedded’ options.
For example, many mortgage-backed bonds and corporate bonds are callable, in
the sense that the issuer has the right to buy back the bond at a pre-specified price.
To value such bonds, we must be able to value the option element.

Various interest rate options are also traded in the fixed income markets. The
most popular are caps and floors. A cap is designed to protect an investor who has
borrowed funds on a floating interest rate basis against the risk of paying very high
interest rates. Therefore the cap basically gives you the right to borrow at some
given rate. A cap can be seen as a portfolio of interest rate call options. Conversely,
a floor is designed to protect an investor who has lent funds on a floating rate basis
against receiving very low interest rates. A floor is a portfolio of interest rate put
options. Various exotic versions of caps and floors are also quite popular.

A swap is an exchange of two cash flow streams that are determined by certain
interest rates. In the simplest and most common interest rate swap, a plain vanilla
swap, two parties exchange a stream of fixed interest rate payments and a stream
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Table .: Derivatives traded on organized exchanges. All amounts
are in billions of U.S. dollars. The amount outstanding is of December
, whereas the turnover figures are for the fourth quarter of .

Futures OptionsInstruments/
Location

Amount
outstanding

Turnover Amount
outstanding

Turnover

All markets ,  ,  ,  , 
Interest rate ,  ,  ,  , 
Currency  ,   
Equity index  ,  ,  , 
North America ,  ,  ,  , 
Europe ,  ,  ,  , 
Asia-Pacific ,  ,   , 
Other markets  ,   , 

Source: Table A in BIS ().

of floating interest rate payments. There are also currency swaps where streams of
payments in different currencies are exchanged. In addition, many exotic swaps
with special features are widely used. The international OTC swap markets are
huge, both in terms of transactions and outstanding contracts. The credit default
swap or just CDS is a widely used swap contract, in which the buyer makes a series
of payments to the seller and, in exchange, receives a payoff if there is a default (or
another ‘credit event’) on a certain bond or loan issued by a third party. More on
credit default swaps and other credit-related securities can be found in Chapter .

A swaption is an option on a swap, that is it gives the holder the right, but not
the obligation, to enter into a specific swap with pre-specified terms at or before
a given future date. Both European- and American-style swaptions are traded.

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) also publishes statistics on deriv-
ative trading around the world. Table . provides some interesting statistics on
the size of derivatives markets at organized exchanges. The markets for interest
rate derivatives are much larger than the markets for currency- or equity-linked
derivatives. The option markets generally dominate futures markets measured by
the amounts outstanding, but ranked according to turnover futures markets are
larger than options markets.

The BIS statistics also contain information about the size of OTC markets for
derivatives. BIS estimates that in June  the total amount outstanding on OTC
derivative markets was , billion of U.S. dollars, of which single-currency
interest rate derivatives account for .%, currency derivatives account for .%,
credit default swaps for .%, equity-linked derivatives for .%, commodity con-
tracts for .%, while the remainder cannot be split into any of these categories,
compare Table  in BIS (). Table . shows how the interest rate derivatives
market can be disaggregated according to instrument and maturity. Approximately
.% of these OTC-traded interest rate derivatives are denominated in Euros,
.% in U.S. dollars, .% in yen, .% in pounds sterling, and the remaining .%
in other currencies, compare Table B in BIS ().
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Table .: Amounts outstanding (billions of U.S. dollars) on
OTC single-currency interest rate derivatives as of June .

Contracts Total Maturity in years

≤ – ≥

All interest rates , , , ,
Forward rate agreements ,
Swaps ,

}
, , ,

Options , , , ,

Source: Tables A and C in BIS ().

. AN OVERVIEW OF THE B O OK

The key element in our analysis will be the term structure of interest rates. The
cleanest picture of the link between interest rates and maturities is given by a zero-
coupon yield curve. In many markets only a few zero-coupon bonds are traded, so
that we have to extract an estimate of the zero-coupon yield curve from prices of
the traded coupon bonds. We will discuss methods for doing that in Chapter .

Risk is a central concept in fixed income modelling. The prices and yields of
bonds are affected by the expectation and uncertainty about future values of certain
macroeconomic variables. The prices of fixed income derivatives reflect the present
value of the future payoff, which is generally dependent on the value of some bond
price or interest rate at a later date. Consequently, we need to model the behaviour
of uncertain variables or objects over time. This is done in terms of stochastic
processes. A stochastic process is basically a collection of random variables, namely
one random variable for each of the points in time at which we are interested
in the value of this object. To understand and work with modern fixed income
models therefore requires some knowledge about stochastic processes, their prop-
erties, and how to do relevant calculations involving stochastic processes. Chap-
ter  provides the information about stochastic processes that is needed for our
purposes.

This book focuses on the pricing of fixed income securities. However, the pricing
of fixed income securities follows the same general principles as the pricing of all
other financial assets. Chapter  reviews some of the important results on asset
pricing theory. In particular, we define and relate the key concepts of arbitrage,
state-price deflators, and risk-neutral probability measures. The connections to
market completeness and individual investors’ behaviour are also addressed. All
these results will be applied in the following chapters to the term structure of
interest rates and the pricing of fixed income securities.

In Chapter  we study the links between the term structure of interest rates
and macroeconomic variables such as aggregate consumption, production, and
inflation. The term structure of interest rates reflects the prices of bonds of various
maturities and, as always, prices are set to align supply and demand. An investor
with a clear preference for current capital to finance investments or current con-
sumption can borrow by issuing a bond to an investor with a clear preference for
future consumption opportunities. The price of a bond of a given maturity will
therefore depend on the attractiveness of the real investment opportunities and
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on the individuals’ preferences for consumption over the maturity of the bond.
Following this intuition we develop relations between interest rates, aggregate
consumption, and aggregate production. We also explore the relations between
nominal interest rates, real interest rates, and inflation. Finally, the chapter reviews
some of the traditional hypotheses on the shape of the yield curve, for example
the expectation hypotheses, and discuss their relevance (or, rather, irrelevance) for
modern fixed income analysis.

Chapter  provides an overview of the most popular fixed income derivatives,
such as futures and options on bonds, Eurodollar futures, caps and floors, and
swaps and swaptions. We will look at the characteristics of these securities and
what we can say about their prices without setting up any concrete term structure
model.

Starting with Chapter  we focus on dynamic term structure models developed
for the pricing of fixed income securities and the management of interest rate risk.
Chapter  goes through so-called one-factor diffusion models. This type of model
was the first to be applied in the literature and dates back at least to . The one-
factor models of Vasicek and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross are still frequently applied
both in practice and in academic research. They have a lot of realistic features
and deliver simple pricing formulas for many fixed income securities. Chapter 
explores multi-factor diffusion models which have several advantages over one-
factor models, but are also more complicated to analyse and apply.

The diffusion models deliver prices both for bonds and derivatives. However, the
model price for a given bond may not be identical to the actually observed price of
the bond. If you want to price a derivative on that bond, this seems problematic.
If the model does not get the price of the underlying security right, why trust the
model’s price of the derivative? In Chapter  we illustrate how one-factor diffusion
models can be extended to be consistent with current market information, such as
bond prices and volatilities. A more direct route to ensuring consistency is explored
in Chapter  that introduces and analyses so-called Heath–Jarrow–Morton mod-
els. They are characterized by taking the current market term structure of interest
rates as given and then modelling the evolution of the entire term structure in
an arbitrage-free way. We will explore the relation between these models and the
factor models studied in earlier chapters.

Yet another class of models is the subject of Chapter . These ‘market models’
are designed for the pricing and hedging of specific products that are traded on a
large scale in the international markets, namely caps, floors, and swaptions. These
models have become increasingly popular in recent years.

In Chapters – we focus on the pricing of various fixed income securities.
However, it is also extremely important to be able to measure and manage interest
rate risk. Interest rate risk measures of individual securities are needed in order
to obtain an overview of the total interest rate risk of the investors’ portfolio and
to identify the contribution of each security to this total risk. Many institutional
investors are required to produce such risk measures for regulatory authorities
and for publication in their accounting reports. In addition, such risk measures
constitute an important input to the portfolio management. Interest rate risk
management is the topic of Chapter . First, some traditional interest rate risk
measures are reviewed and criticized. Then we turn to risk measures defined in
relation to the dynamic term structure models studied in the previous chapters.
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The following chapters deal with some securities that require special attention.
In Chapter  we discuss the pricing of corporate bonds and other fixed income
securities where the default risk of the issuer cannot be ignored. The subject of
Chapter  is how to construct models for the pricing and risk management of
mortgage-backed securities. The main concern is how to adjust the models studied
in earlier chapters to take the prepayment options involved in mortgages into
account. Chapter  focuses on the consequences that stochastic variations in
interest rates have for the valuation of securities with payments that are not directly
related to interest rates, such as stock options and currency options.

Finally, Chapter  describes and illustrates several numerical techniques that
are often applied in cases where explicit pricing and hedging formulas are not
available.

. EXERCISES

Exercise . Show that if the discount function does not satisfy the condition

B T
t ≥ B S

t , t ≤ T < S,

then negative forward rates will exist. Are non-negative forward rates likely to
exist? Explain!

Exercise . Consider two bullet bonds, both with annual payments and exactly 
years to maturity. The first bond has a coupon rate of % and is traded at a price
of .. The other bond has a coupon rate of % and is traded at a price of ..
What is the -year discount factor? What is the -year zero-coupon interest rate?

Exercise . Consider a bond market in which the annually compounded zero-
coupon yields of maturities from  to  years are

ŷ  = %, ŷ  = %, ŷ  = .%, ŷ  = .%, ŷ  = .%.

What are the corresponding discount factors BT , T = , , . . . , ? What are the
-year forward rates f̂

T ,T+
, T = , , . . . , ?

Exercise . Consider a coupon bond with payments Yi at time Ti = i, i =
, . . . , n, such that is there is a payment of Y in  year, a payment of Y in  years,
and so on. Suppose you discount all future payments with a constant, annually
compounded interest rate of r. Let B denote the present value, that is

B =
n∑

i=

Yi( + r)−i.

(a) Show that if the bond is a bullet bond with a coupon rate of R and a face
value of , then

B = R
r

+
(

 − R
r

)
( + r)−n.
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(b) Show that if the bond is an annuity bond with a coupon rate of R and a face
value of , then

B = α(n, r)
α(n, R)

,

where α(N, ρ) = ρ− (
 − ( + ρ)−N)

.
(c) Show that if the bond is a serial bond with a coupon rate of R and a face value

of , then

B = R
r

+ 
n

(
 − R

r

)
α(n, r).

Exercise . What bonds are currently traded in your domestic market? Try to
find information about historical interest rates in your country, either yields on
government bonds or official interest rates fixed by the central bank or both.
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